Excellent and strength Kumban Female Facilitator

Sabongkorkhai village of Kumban Pasom at Ta Oy district in Saravan Province. It located in remote area, since 2005 it is difficult accessing to the village especially in raining season for instance the schools, dispensaries and transportation. That’s why the village condition is consistent of PRF targeted. There are 10 village of Kumban Pasom and one of the village that is Mrs Bounmy residence. She was selected to be Kumban facilitator and worked with PRF since 2005, she has talent to draw the community participation and also support the community driven sub-project implementation by themselves such as village development planning, Kumban development planning and every year presented Kumban priorities at district planning and cooperation meeting. In addition, she mobilized the community has ownership in sub-project implementation including protection and management in gracious form and sustainability.

Beside that the brave and talent of her to follow is that at the meeting levels she presented her opinion to select the village’s priorities jointed with female group in order to set up village development plan in line with community need attractively. Before she became outstanding facilitator, she got trainings from PRF several titles such as data collection, village development plan, community finance and management, gender equipment, leadership, social safe guard, sub-project implementation evaluation and so on.
She is Ta Oy ethnic person initially in the former time speaking and writing Lao language is not fluently. She worked and learned with her colleagues and PRF staffs at the same time it made her deeply understand and got experiences such as meeting noted, Kumban budget management.

As her achievement, she was trusted in community of 10 villages at Kumban Pasom and then PRF II she was selected to be facilitator more by corn seed counting. However, her role is response to cooperate with Kumban leaders, district and provincial PRF staffs in order to provide the report of sub-project implementation progress to concerned sectors.

The most outstanding achievement of Mrs Bounmy in the past, she drawn many sub-projects in her village development such as construction of Gravity fed water system, road access, and bridge. Beside that she mobilized the community to do animal raising particularly cow raising at Sanyayone village, which supported PRF I that provided 9 cow breeds and up to now, raise to 52 cows. These things made the community getting better lives and she is promoted to be Kumban facilitator up to present time.
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